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Call to Order: 6:22PM
Approval of the Agenda: 105-0910: location of San Diego, CA on June 21-24. All new business should read “allocate up to.” 1090910: to create a new line in line 20. Approved 6-1-0, with Brian voting no.
Approval of the Minutes: Approved 7-0-0.
Updates
President, Haleema Murtaza updates: SA Exec election. Congratulations to Doug, Tom, Megan, Mary, Mark, Jake, Will, and Nick.
Vice-President, Nicholas Kaasik updates: Budget Advocacy, closing Monroe Hall next year due to budget situation. College will run
out of money next year unless some sort of revenue comes in. We are trying to find the Rugby team a temporary field to play on.
We’re now looking to check with Geneseo schools.
Director of Business Affairs, Mark Petrie updates: Budgets are done. See them relatively soon.
Director of Inter-Residence Affairs, Melissa Kaye updates: Brittany Woolfe and Kevin Freidman are the new NCC’s for next year.
Email sairc@geneseo.edu for ideas for programs for CAA Alcohol Awareness. CAS reduction of costs meeting for catering.
Director of Public Relations, Mathé Kamsutchom updates: GSTV’s general meeting discussed media organization sub-committee
for PR position.
Director of Academic Affairs, Brian Hartle updates: Megan Pipe to head AAC next year. Rock Fall Semester only 20 students
stopped by. Next year during all college free hour. Chief Justice of Ghana lecture at 2pm in MOSAIC on Friday.
Director of Student Affairs, Hamza Murtaza updates: ACE is tabling in MJ from 11am-2pm to fundraise for Haiti.
Director of Student Programming, Corinthia Kotlar, updates: April 2nd, Lovely Bones. Youth in Revolt April 6th. Apply to positions
in AC.
Kate Rebban, Director of SA Programs, Personnel, & Finances updates: No new updates.
Tamara Kenney, SA Executive Committee Advisor updates: Nick, meeting about Rugby field this week. SA Merit awards available
and due on Monday.
Open Updates
PSA – We are hiring! On campus on weekends, we are currently accepting applications, in SA office.
Swing Dance– Prospective Engines, from now until 10pm in Sturges upstairs, with performances and artwork. Swing Dance will be
performing.
BSU – The BSU fashion show is April 24th. We have another meeting at 7-8:30 in the Knightspot tomorrow night.
Pride Alliance– Pride Night is on Saturday, $6 in Union at 5:30.
Jeff- College Senate had President Dahl come to speak about the budget, and he said if something is not done soon there will be
program closures and layoffs.
Brian – Let’s have a slow clap for those elected to SA exec.
Nick – I am an associate justice on student court. There has been a case recently that I just wanted to voice my decision about. It was a
petty case about the elections. I won’t get into detail heres, but advertising for the election was very poor. The only advertising I saw
was in the What’s-up email. The voting in the election was terrible, with a little more than 600 votes. It doesn’t matter who this case is
about, but why it was brought before us and the justification. Something is wrong with USAEC Guidelines and the SA constitution.
USAEC guidelines stifle resource accessibility and creativity. It is dangerous to make them more strict. Where does it stop? It was
bitter during elections. I suggest SA and USAEC sit down with student court and anyone else interested in the issue to begin the
process of overhauling the constitution and guidelines to create a just and cohering set of guidelines. This is supported by me and most
of the student court. We need to start the process of revising a constitution with lasting effects. I hope everyone will get involved.
People don’t know how to get involved and the system is not user-friendly. I have a sign up sheet to pass around so you can write
down your information so we can get this started.
Ulyses – April 10th is the LSA cultural dinner. It will be a really good show. We’ve been working on it for a while. Check out our
tabling next week.
Jeff- Amnesty bus trip tickets are in the SA Ticket Office.
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Motion to suspend Roberts Rules for reading 103-0910:
103-0910: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate $5,524.84 from SA Reserves, Account 4000 to Budget
Increases, Account 1099 to replenish funds for the rest of the year.
First of Two Readings
Mark – We don’t have enough money to cover the business we have, so I am requesting this amount to give people a better
opportunity to reach out to us.
Melissa – Do you know how much is in Reserves? - Kate: $429,236.26 in Discretionary, $35,026.00 in Permanent Equipment and
$10,000.00 in Extraordinary Expenses.
Jeff – Brian passed a reading to have them displayed in the agendas and I would just like to see that followed through with.
Hamza – Motion to waive the first reading, seconded by Nick – motion passes 7-0-0.
Mark – Only because we increased a lot of readings last week, otherwise we could have kept the amount the same.
Nick – I just want to clarify the perception of waiving a reading. We’re just moving money so that we can spend it on clubs.
103-0910: second reading, passes 7-0-0.
Old Business
98-0910: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate up to $570.00 from Budget Increases, Account 1099 to
Academic Affairs Committee, Account 1100, subline 20 – Conference Fund and allocate up to $1360.45 from Budget Increases,
Account 1099, to line 20 Social/Academic functions.
Second of Two Readings
Brian – Same as last week, so academic clubs can take trips and have other functions on campus. We want to change the reading to
read up to $570.00 to a conference fund, and $1,360.45 to the social academic functions fund. This is because Geology Club and
Business Club want to do a final event for the year, and also Anthropology Club is planning something.
Nick – Move to amend reading as Brian stated, motion passes 6-0-1.
98-0910: second reading, passes 6-0-1, with Brian abstaining.
99-0910: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate up to $993.26 from Budget Increases, Account 1099 to
Pride Alliance, Account 1906 to cover costs associated with Gay? Fine By Me event on April 22nd in Wadsworth Auditorium.
Second of Two Readings
Tom – First, we will be getting Late Knight funding for the event because we moved it up. We are also planning on using the shirts to
wear on Thursdays to advertise the event and say we are gay-friendly campus.
Brian – I’m happy to see all the support you guys have gotten this year.
99-0910: second reading, passes 7-0-0.
100-0910: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate up to $213.26 from Budget Increases, Account 1099 to
Inter-Residence Council, Account 1201 to cover costs associated with CAA Alcohol Awareness Program on April 21st.
Second of Two Readings
Katelyn – Our CAA reading from IRC also passed, and Between the Lines will be performing. We are going to do little events before
hand so if you’re interested in having a part of these events, let us know.
100-0910: second reading, passes 6-0-1, with Melissa abstaining.
102-0910: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate up to $150.00 from Budget Increases, Account 1099 to
SA Programs, Account 1002 in order to fund a start-up budget for Geneseo College Democrats
Second of Two Readings
Kate – We changed the set up for what can be funded, and we have a break down of where the money would be most helpful.
Nick – This funding will be conditional on getting the other forms accepted.
102-0910: second reading, passes 7-0-0.
New Business
104-0910: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate $4,000.00 from SA Reserves, Account 4000 to
Account 1002, Sub-line Student Organization Conferences to fund student conferences for the rest of the year.
First of Two Readings
Mark – This is a depleted fund. I’d like to increase to $4,400 instead, for the possibility to give the maximum allocation to an
organization.
Nick – Move to amend reading as Mark stated, seconded by Mathé - motion passes 7-0-0
104-0910: first reading, passes 7-0-0.
105-0910: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate $1,779.04 from Budget Increases, Account 1099 to
Inter-Residence Council, Account 1201 to cover the costs associated with the June 21-24 location of the National Conference in San
Diego.
First of Two Readings
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Kevin – Instead of the stated amount, we’re asking for $1,779.04 so we can attend the National Conference in San Diego. The line is
not large enough to send the delegates we need there. The conference website suggests using Kiak.com for tickets, and the cheapest
one was Jet Blue from Rochester to JFK to San Diego. There are 7 tickets at the lowest price of $409 right now, but since we can’t
buy tickets now the price we’re using is the next least expensive, $520.88 just in case. The price of the conference registration is $225.
There is reimbursement from the NRHH delegate, and also the chair elect won’t be able to attend, so that’s why we’re decreasing the
total amount.
Nick – Total cost including registration per person? – $520.88 plus $225, so $745.88 per person.
Brian – Due to SA funding policy, are we able to give them 100%? – It is a budgeted conference.
Nick – Can you come back next week with a Kiak search for Buffalo to compare prices? – The only problem is getting all the
delegation members to Buffalo. We decided to do Rochester so we would only have to drive there instead of driving 7-8 people to
Buffalo.
Brian – So we can fund 100% because it’s budgeted? SA can pay for the advisor? Who is your advisor? – It would be for the up and
coming advisor who will be elected by the time we go. We don’t know who they are though. The conference is just like the others we
go to and SA pays for the advisor to come, it’s just that this one is across the country.
Nick – Can you check if lots of your delegation live downstate and see if different flights are cheaper? Maybe they can fly from JFK
directly.
Mathé – Motion to amend reading as stated, seconded by Corey – motion passes 6-0-1, with Melissa abstaining. Reading is for
$1779.04. The total line is $5,220.60 for the Nationals Conference line.
Nick – As representatives what do you think about future standing committees paying some of the registration fees? – We have a
biased opinion. Our organization has made a significant effect on bringing the ideas we get from conferences back to the campus, and
the whole campus benefits by us going to these conferences because we implement what we learn into programs. Other SUNY schools
have the same issue. Those schools don’t have the delegates pay for any of it. They all talk about and present programs when they
return. Melissa – It’s not like we sit on the beach in San Diego or anything. The NCC’s are in board rooms all day, and the other
delegates are attending programs and presenting programs. If we had to fundraise for a conference, we wouldn’t have time to prepare
programs to present or it would take away from a focus project.
Ashley – The last conference we went to we won 5-6 awards. We achieve a lot when we attend these conferences.
Brian – I don’t doubt the value, it is budgeted and expected to have advisor, etc. but I think in bigger terms, it is problematic that
standing committees have 100% budgeted and other organizations don’t. We need to do some thinking about this. It’s troublesome to
spend the student’s fees to contribute to the trip for the advisor. – Our advisors are RD’s so they can do the programs they learn about
in their residence halls, which goes directly back to the students.
Nick – This could be far fetched, but do you think you could ask Residence Life if they would be willing to fund it?
Corey – I understand the funding 100% discussion, but I’m not sure this is the appropriate place to talk about it. The IRC guidelines
and the issue of advisor funding isn’t related to this reading, and is a bigger discussion to have at another time.
Katelyn – You’re funding 100% because it’s budgeted, not because it’s a standing committee.
Nick – Do you think students would still go if we had 80/20 funded? Would it diminish the value? – Personally, this is a leadership
conference that we attend, and having the delegation pay for some of it would discourage lower socioeconomic status students from
applying. It is a disservice to the opportunity. I think it makes a difference.
Justin – One thing Model UN does is financial aid for conferences – There are scholarships available to one or 2 students, from one
large school and one small school. We’re in large school category, so we do have a lot of competition for the scholarships.
105-0910: first reading, 4-1-2, with Nick voting no, and with Brian and Melissa abstaining.
106-0910: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate $1,960.68 from SA Programs Sub-line Student
Organization Conferences, Account 1002 to Geneseo Environmental Organization, Account 1909 to cover costs associated with the
Powershift New York Conference from April 16th – 18th at SUNY Buffalo.
First of Two Readings
Cara and Adam, GEO – The Powershift model was used to build a national environmental movement to educate youth on
environmental issues, teach them about organizing techniques, brainstorming etc. NY students got together and we want to continue
this model on a state level. We have had a network since August. Geneseo plays an instrumental role in this effort. The outreach is not
just to GEO members, and right now we have a delegation of 30. You can still sign up for it. There are some logistic changes, with the
incorrect number of miles, and the number of people attending used to say 40, and we’re looking to get a cheaper hotel closer to the
conference. Since this is an up to amount, we’ll stick to the amount we have and once we have finalized number it can go down. We
can have more than 30, and we’re still doing outreach with 25 committed. If we overstep by a few people is the only concern.
Kate – What is the per person cost? – It would change with the changes, but right now it is about $63-64.
Nick – Breakfast covered by conference? – Kate- Registration says you get breakfast on both days. Just put that up there after your
calculation. Justin – Is it at north or south campus? – North, at the Amherst campus.
Nick – Can you come back next week with more firm numbers? – Yes.
Corey – When is registration open until? – The day of the conference. Right now it is early bird registration, and they are still
accepting people as they come. Brian – I had the opportunity to go on this trip last year. It was a great time, and I think you should all
seriously consider going on it. It is a step in the right direction.
106-0910: first reading, passes 7-0-0.
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107-0910: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE allocate $250.00 from Budget Increases, Account 1099 to
GODA, Account 1806 to hire an ASL interpreter for Drama Night.
First of Two Readings
GODA – We want to invite the deaf community to Drama Night and we need an interpreter.
Kate – What is the date of the event? – April 27th from 7-8:30.
Tamara – Does this price include transportation? – Yes, it is an up to amount. If it’s over an hour they need 2 interpreters, but a lot of
it is our own interpretations, so they said they were willing to charge for one interpreter. Another option is independent freelance
which would only be $40 an hour. It depends on how it works out.
Brian – Have you been reaching out to RIT? – Yes, you can get certified there. Some students who need the experience for
certification come at a reduced price too. This amount is for the worst-case scenario.
Brian – I commend you for finding out lowest cost available. It’s saving everyone money
107-0910: first reading, passes 7-0-0.
108-0910: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE approve the Fundraising Request by Pride Alliance, Account
1906 to raise up to $150.00 from a raffle at their Pride Night on April 3rd for ACE’s Haiti week fundraiser.
First and Only Reading
Tom - Pride Alliance wants to have Pride Night with ACE’s Haiti week incorporated. We want to sell raffle tickets for a chance to win
1 of 3 different gift cards.
Nick- It is against SA policy to have a raffle of money for chance to win a prize. That wouldn’t be within what you could do. Silent
auction is an idea, or you could have a door prize, but it couldn’t be for money.
Ulyses – I was looking to do something along those lines. You could supplement the tickets, and say $1 goes towards the door prizes,
etc. so you would be getting a set amount from each ticket. – We were planning on having collection bins at tables, so maybe we could
give tickets as door prizes, and welcome them to donate money.
Kate – CU approved the request with $1, that didn’t say anything regarding a raffle. – We also have bracelets from ACE for $1 – The
request approved said nothing about a raffle. - Would I have to ask them again for collection bins instead?
Nick – Can you explain what the fundraising form said? – I wasn’t aware of policy, it said we’d be selling things to benefit Haiti for
$1. Pride has made bracelets that can be sold for $1.
Melissa – Since the event is Saturday, can we make this an approval to fundraise and change to collection bins instead.
Kate – It would have to be consistent with the CU, so you can’t approve it as it is. They approved it for you to sell something not to
have bins.
Brian – Can you give a raffle ticket for every bracelet purchased?
Mary – If you are not using any SA funds to fund the fundraiser, it doesn’t have to be a reading, just a memo. You could submit a
memo for SA to look at before Saturday.
Nick – Motion to amend reading to read “approved if reading approved by CU&A to raise up to $150.” That way it will be approved
by us if it is approved by CU. Motion Seconded by Corey – motion passes 7-0-0.
Melissa – You should follow Mary’s excellent advice also.
Mark – Will they need a new CU&A form? – Yes.
Nick – We have to follow these rules. – We’re just trying to tag along with ACE.
108-0910: first reading, passes 7-0-0.
109-0910: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE approve the Budget Realignment by Men’s Rugby, Account
1405 to move $540.00 from Line 20, Sub-line Tournaments to Line 20, Sub-line Transportation to cover gas expenses.
First and Only Reading
Brendan – We have $540 we’re not going to use that we want to move to the Transportation line for conferences. There are two
tournaments we won’t be doing. In the past we’ve paid for gas out of pocket, but throughout April there will be 10-15 cars going to
conferences and we would like to get some compensation for gas and since we have so many new members.
Tamara – I would like to say Men’s Rugby has done a great job recently. They came up with their own code of conduct with every
member signing it and I think that’s commendable.
109-0910: first reading, passes 6-0-1, with Brian abstaining.
110-0910: BE IT RESOLVED THE SA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE approve the changes to the Student Association Financial
Policy per the attached document.
First of Two Readings
Mark – These changes came throughout the year with the budget review committee. Section 4-A, fully recognized for one full year.
New organizations specifically don’t know what’s going on in the constitution. 2. Added mandatory fee paying students, also 3 and 6.
Section 4- change from D to E, SA utilizes PO system issued, allow 5 business days for processing. In accordance with Kate, we put
in words what the PO system is all about. If there are concerns on them taking at least 5 days, I wouldn’t worry about that. We haven’t
had any take that long. F, No events funded by SA may be held in a bar. I- PO instead of charge authorizations. Section 5-2,F – 1
week to submit budget appeals form that is on SA website. Part 3, Section F – new. Removed office line because of new PO form.
Organizations can use supplies in SA office. If you need others, we will purchase them for you. Section 8-A, mailboxes in the SA
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office, just suggested that they be checked twice a week. B-organization meeting time and place, position, name, email address, and
phone number so that I can get in contact with you. Section 9-strike I, Section 12-L – non-funded request for campus event should be
benefiting the whole campus. Part 2-G, submit report within one week of conference.
Brian – In regards to the last section, can’t you just say oral or written report after a conference, like Pride presented to us, so they are
not writing papers on it? – Sure.
Nick – I just want to commend you on these. They are a step in the right direction. Adding a Part J on page 16 Part 1, with conference
attendance of those who have graduated – We have a problem with that now. In the future, something that says, “policy will go in
effect next fiscal year” might be worthwhile.
Brian – What about “no senior that has graduated shall be eligible to receive funding in part or in full by Student Association”
Katelyn – The seniors that go on conferences were arguably mandatory fee paying students and I think they have a right to go on
conferences if they bring something back to the campus.
Brian- I don’t think any graduated senior should be funded even if it’s argued they bring anything back, because there is no
mechanism in place to make sure they translate what they learned back to campus.
Nick – I agree, there is no way to make sure you bring anything back to the campus. Melissa – I don’t think this ever happens unless
it’s for an IRC conference, and it’s integral to that position to attend these conferences, even if it is after graduation.
Mathé – I do agree with these changes. I understand that for one IRC member it was integral to the position. We are trying to move in
a direction where they can’t be funded in the future. They would have no obligation to come back to Geneseo with anything. It’s not
fair to any other student who might want to be a part of the delegation. Maybe you should not appoint a senior in that position if the
conference would be an integral part.
Brian – I agree, last year a student on IRC traveled to a conference after graduation, and this year the IRC conference is in June, after
the SA fiscal year that was not taken into account when that person graduated. SA is not footing the bill for someone who already
walked.
Mark – I don’t care if it does or does not pass, why don’t we leave it up to future exec to make that decision. We could say something
like “by the discretion of SA exec”
Mary – I really do feel like this is directly targeted to IRC, but it’s something that’s rare though. The exception is one person, Ray
FeDora, who attended the conference as part of his election in IRC, was given a budget, which doesn’t account for half of his travel
expenses. We made the decision that he would be sponsored by IRC, because we need to fund it. It’s not going to happen all the time.
Haleema – This is not a debate, and it’s not discussion on IRC policy, but SA financial policy.
Mathé – I’d like to apologize, we are not particularly targeting IRC, but using it as a broader example for in the future where students
who are seniors ask for money not IRC related. We think it’s the best thing to put into financial policy like Brian said.
Brian – By financial policy and SA policy, I don’t think we’re able to pay for a student after June 1st deadline. It is clearly violating
policy. It’s problematic with the date.
Katelyn – As Mark said earlier, I think the best solution is for it to be at the discretion of next year’s exec. It should be looked at
because sometimes it doesn’t violate policy. Possibly a provision after graduation needs to be approved by committee.
Nick – We would need more liberal wording if that’s what we want to do. Graduated non-students are the issue.
Jeff- Has anything been added about what we’re talking about? – No
Jeff- Section 4, new F, page 6- no events to bars, I’m worried about cases that are hosting a night without alcohol. Even a restaurant
that has a bar. – I put that in there not for a restaurant/bar/tavern. This is the best way I see to go about it right now.
Doug – Point of clarification, a bar/tavern is defined if 60% of income in alcohol revenue.
Jeff – My concern is that they might have another type of event going on that night.
Nick – In the same section, I think the first sentence should be stricken. I think the only restriction necessary is SA funds cannot be
used to purchase alcohol.
Brian – In that case we would still be in compliance with law, etc.
110-0910: first reading, passes 5-0-2.
Open Discussion
Jeff- Sometimes with controversial issues, it is unfair to make the people standing up there talk about it, and I think there should be a
discussion at another time if it is controversial. Are there other times of discussion?
Corey – Elections in AC! There are applications for almost every position. This is a great opportunity. Email me if you have any
questions.
Mathé – SA merit scholarships due Monday! I encourage you all to apply at go.geneseo.edu/sascholarships.
Hamza – Come to MJ 11-2 for Haiti benefit fundraiser.
Brian – Elections for AAC will be soon.
Adjournment
Meeting adjourned 7:55PM.
Respectfully Submitted,
Ashley Arthur
Recording Secretary
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